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Lite Flite congratulate the Danish Air Force on the
60 years anniversary. A real spectacular air show
was launched at the nearby Skrydstrup Air Base
with a lot of interesting war birds participating.

This beautifully restored T-6 HARVARD visited us
at Vamdrup prior to the air show with Thomas
"TOM" Damm in the cockpit. It is a rare nice
sound to listen to the 600 horse power Wasp
radial engine.
New Distributor
We are happy to welcome Mr. Eddie Ho, the
general manager of Techcom Security Technology
Limited in Hong Kong as the latest distributor of
LITE FLITE helicopter rescue equipment. With
close connections to the SAR squadrons in Hong
Kong and mainland China we are confident that
Mr. Eddie Ho and Techcom Security will be the
correct platform to enter the Chinese market. We
wish Eddie all the best of business progress in the
future.
New Guide Line
We are happy to introduce the newest type of
guide-lines for helicopter rescue. To increase the
visibility of the hi line during rescue operations in
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dusk and night conditions, we are now ready to
deliver a 10 mm soft polyester line in bright RED
and YELLOW colours with in-woven reflex stripes.

In the helicopter spotlight the reflex stripes
transforms the hi-line into a 50 m glowing worm.
Extremely effective. We can deliver the new
glowing guide line in every length desired,
mounted with a thimble in both ends ready for
break cord and weight bag. You will love it. Please
ask for quotation in your length.
Mrs. Bucket
Nobody wants a wet guide line floating around at
the floor of a SAR helicopter. Therefore we
introduce Mrs. Bucket which is a semi stiff vinyl
bucket able to contain the retracted guide line.

Equipped with zipper top and snap hook strap in
the bottom. Very handy and easy to operate.
Please ask for P/N 60081530.
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